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The Timbavati can be translated as 
“The place where something sacred came down to earth.”



A perfect haven to relax between your drives and 

other  activities. Enjoy a cold drink on the deck of 

the main lodge overlooking the dam and watch nature unfold 

before your eyes. Lay out on a sun lounger by the pool with 

your favourite book or cosy up by the fireplace on a chilly  

winter’s night with a hot drink or a glass of wine.

Main Lodge







D ecorated to the highest standard of luxury and  

design, our accommodation offers the ultimate in comfort.   

The 8 open plan suites all have an extra large bed, a sitting area 

with a fireplace and a spacious bathroom with a shower and  

separate bathtub.  Each room also has a private deck  

overlooking the bush, with an outdoor shower and sun  

loungers to relax on.  Two honeymoon suites situated at 

the extremities of the camp offer more privacy and have 

four-poster beds and private plunge pools.  Premium  

amenities, a mini bar and coffee and tea making facilities 

are found in every room.

Suites



F or your honeymoon or a special get-away with 

your loved one, enhance your stay with some extra  

romantic touches, private dinners or picnics in the bush.   

Our staff will be delighted to make your stay extra special.

Romantic Touches



T antalizing cuisine tastes even better when enjoyed in a 

stunning setting.  Imagine breakfast on the deck sipping 

your coffee and surrounded by the many different songs of birds, 

often watched by a curious wildebeest or a rhino passing by.   

A light lunch by the pool is almost always in the company of a 

herd of impalas and the cutest vervet monkeys... High tea is 

always something to look forward to, with a choice of hot 

or cold drinks and decadent treats. Dinner is a wonderful 

experience, be it in our beautiful dining room or under the 

sparkling African sky sitting around the fire in the boma.

Dining



Wildlife

T he Timbavati in itself is a prime location for superb game 

viewing.  In addition to the thousands of hectares we  

traverse, Makanyi’s land is directly adjacent and open to 

the Kruger National Park, which comprises over 2.4 million  

hectares in which animals roam freely.  Not only do the famous  

“Big Five” abound, but the Timbavati is also home to the  

extremely rare and world renowned white lion, and such a  

sighting is something you will remember forever.  It is also a 

bird watcher’s paradise with over 350 types of birds to spot 

and teeming with an abundant variety of different species of  

wildlife, from fascinating nocturnal creatures down to the 

tiniest insects.

Wildlife



...Lucky that smartphones can at least capture the magic moment!

“Murphy’s Law Page”
Some recent Makanyi sightings that just had to happen without one’s proper camera handy...



I n addition to the exciting game drives, there are plenty 

of other activities to indulge in, from guided bush walks 

with your ranger, to fishing in one of the many dams in the 

company of hippos, to star gazing at night. For extra wellbeing 

there is a well-equipped gym, a pool to cool down in during the  

hottest hours of the day and a hot tub to soak in in the cooler  

evening temperatures.  You can also enjoy a spa treatment in 

the privacy of your room or in the peaceful massage area.   

For those staying a little longer or who wish to  

explore further afield, Makanyi couldn’t be better located.   

We are extremely privileged to have a vast array of world  

renowned attractions and activities which can be  

organized for you, all in proximity to the lodge.

Leisure Activities 
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